5 Celebrity Chefs’ Signature
Dishes You Can Make At Home

By Ma
rissa Donovan
Getting into the colder months can put you in a lethargic
mood. Cooking for yourself or your family becomes harder and
sometimes the usual pizza or take out seems like the quickest
way to make everyone happy. During these upcoming winter
months, don’t fall into the routine of ordering out! Instead,
try these warm recipes to lift your family’s spirits!

Try these yummy celebrity chef food
recipes for your next family meal!
Mario Batali’s Tomato Focaccia: Instead of ordering pizza,

make a fresh pizza-like dish that your whole family can pull a
part and enjoy! Put on additional toppings in case your family
wants a little more than just tomatoes.
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Related Link: Dating Advice: Mario Batali Shares His Tips for
Cooking at Home on Date Night
Ina Garten’s Herb and Apple Stuffing: Get ready for the winter
holidays or prepare comfort food that your family can devour.
This recipe can also be paired with a roasted turkey or
chicken!
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Related Link: The Chew’ Host Carla
Thanksgiving Dinner and Date Night
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Jamie Oliver’s Sweet Potato, Chickpea & Spinach Curry: Spice
up your family’s taste buds with with this celebrity chef
dish! Make sure to buy a bag of tortilla chips or bread for
this warm meal.
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Related Link: Exclusive Celebrity Interview: ‘Food Network’
Host Claire Robinson Says, “Food Is the Key to Passion”
Trisha Yearwood’s Chicken Tortilla Soup: Ditch your can of
chicken noodle soup, and switch up your family’s expectations
with this fun and tasty recipe! This dish will sure to make
your family ask for seconds.
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Related Link: How Celebrity Chefs Love Their Mates With Food
Ree Drummond’s Nutella Wontons: Try making this rich fried
dessert after your family finishes dinner. This dessert is
best served with a small dish of vanilla ice cream.
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Which of these celebrity chef recipes do you plan on trying
first? Let us know in the comments!

